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Resistance
THE MIRAGE OF

‘EU REFORM’

On a visit to Brussels, David Cameron
praised the European Commission for
dropping its ‘statist’ outlook and being
‘positive’ over less regulation.

He backed Commission President
Barroso’s wish for “A Europe of
Results” - ending its ‘disconnection’
with ‘EU citizens’ over poverty relief,
the environment and budget fraud.

He met with Commissioner Peter
Mandelson (Nicholas Watt, Guardian
07.12.06, says that they have great
admiration for each other).

Although playing up to Eurosceptics at
home by saying that the stalled EU
Constitution was “dead", he told
Environment Commissioner Dimas
that the EU can work perfectly well on
its existing rules.

He noted "Dimas is optimistic about
making the Emissions Trading System
(ETS) work better under the existing
constitutional architecture of the EU".

On the EU’s ETS1 ‘trading system’:
Roger Helmer MEP noted that British
firms have to buy carbon credits worth
approx £500m a year from German
firms - which will do nothing for global
warming, but will damage the British
economy.

UK Hospital Trusts have now spent
close to £6m buying carbon credits,
while both Shell and BP have made
over £40 million by selling them.

He quotes Open Europe: "Only the EU
could create an environment policy
which takes money from hospitals and
gives it to big oil companies".
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hot issue
‘Action on Climate Change’10 is a cry
of both the EU and the UK parties that
support it. There is no universal
consensus on global warming, though:

Dissenters include the Australian
government, who refused to accept
Britain’s ‘Stern Report’, and David
Bellamy (botanist/environmentalist).

Over 18,000 scientists signed the
Oregon Petition, expressing doubts on
the UN computer models used.

Some warn that warming is largely
due to natural causes such as cosmic
ray and solar factors. Roger Pielke Sr
calculated only 0.16 C of last century
warming as being due to CO2.

Some predict global cooling after
2012, regardless of Kyoto measures.

Some Europhiles demanding action
amaze, like President Barroso, who
bought a VW Touareg ‘gas-guzzler’,
and Ken Livingstone, who spent
£330,000 on New Year fireworks!

Colin Challen MP wants personal
‘carbon ration cards’ for everyone.

One of our researchers11 asked him
why it didn’t have a website like David
Cameron’s other initiatives and what
was actually happening? He regretted
that ‘due to weight of constituency
correspondence’ he might not be able
to reply to non-constituents. His
workload miraculously decreases on
22 March, when he speaks at a
Federal Trust/European Movement
celebration of 50 years of ‘EU’.

UNITED IN PERVERSITY

As part of the EU50 ‘celebrations’,
Manchester United play an ‘EU XI’. 12

Although 2006 was a quiet year for
the anti-EU side, European Movement
regretted ‘there is no formal campaign
on Europe’. It reported13 that only 2
(primary) schools took part in the
Commission’s Spring Day programme.

We recently covered Commission
plans to spend £50m – the goal is to
soften resistance to the Constitution,
and this is a priority for the German
EU Presidency.

Grandiose plans for a TV channel
have been axed, however EPP
President Martens wants to push ‘A
Europe of Results’ (read ‘benefits’).14

Separate research15 shows that
those most affected by change are
most likely to express ‘anti-EU’ views.
Also where ‘national elites’ are
‘divided’, ‘citizens’ are more likely to
be opposed to European integration.

Commissioner Hubner wants to
draw on regional policy; other areas
don’t tangibly impact the masses.

The EU wishes to ‘place’ stories in
the local and regional press. However,
at a Helsinki conference, several
journalists spoke out against EU
‘funding’, warning that it would
compromise their independence! 16

Watch out for propaganda aimed at
schools in 2007 – parents should note
that under the 1996 Education Act,
they should expect controversial
subjects to be treated even-handedly.

 In the climate change debate17,
MPs Lynne Featherstone (LibDem)
and Nia Griffith (Lab) called for UK
speed limit signs to be read as Kph
instead of Mph – 70Kph is only 43Mph
and might normally be prosecuted if
maintained on a motorway!

Europhiles want Britain to move
onto Central European Time, with
‘accident reduction’ often given as the
reason. Portugal (on GMT) recently
abandoned its experiment on CET.

1 Straight Talking, Nov 2006
2 CoR ‘COTER-20’, 20.11.03
3 Konrad Adenauer Foundation
4 EPP website, EDS Basic Programme
5 Martin Callanan MEP
6 www.conservatives.com
7 Conservative Home blog, 24.11.06
8 www.germanforeignpolicy.com
9 Statewatch newsletter, 20.12.06
10 material on www.abd.org.uk
11 correspondence, 8.11.06
12 Federal Trust website
13 European Movement website
14 CoR Repporter on EPP Summer
University, 20.9.06
15 Prof Martin Rhodes, The Future of
Europe, IPPR, Dec 2006
16 www.eureporter.co.uk
17 Hansard, 12.10.06
18 Alan Jenkins, The Lawyer, 10.7.06
19 www.saveparliament.org.uk

 Jenny Sleep is exposing the
creation of 5 transnational / cross-
border regions that overlay the 12 ‘UK’
EU-regions already established.

She adds that during Germany’s EU
Presidency, cartographers will begin
to “harmonise” all “spatial data” such
as place names of towns, localities,
etc. and that a current EC Directive
proposes a database for an EU wide
property tax via the Valuation Office
Agency. There may be implications for
Council and Inheritance Taxes.

 Resources are a big issue for the
EU; the EU’s ‘failure’ has been put
down to ‘lack of resources’!

 Current funding is to be reviewed
under French EU Presidency, 2008.15

Sarkozy wants a system independent
of national governments (see S.Teleg,
8.10.06, ‘A Revolution for the Union).

 The Business (16.4.06) noted the
Commission's desire to impose a
uniform VAT rate of 20%.
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